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TCG Rengo (S) Ltd, Singapore
Following A Proven Formula

• Top 5 Reasons to Implement CPS/Enterprise
TCG Rengo (S) Ltd, Singapore is a subsidiary of SCG and
Rengo Japan. With the resounding success of the
implementation of the CPS/ Enterprise and SAP B1
integration in Malaysia, TCG Singapore is following the
lead of its sister company across the straits.

In the first quarter, TCG Malaysia had successfully integrated Prestige Atlantic’s flagship product- the CPS/ Enterprise, a
total integrated enterprise management software for corrugated carton manufacturers. Seeing how the solution is helping
its sister company manage the entire spectrum of business from sales to managing costs, from inventory to production,
from warehouse to finances, TCG Singapore is excited to repeat this similar exercise to reap the same benefits it is seeing in
Malaysia.
As an all-comprehensive solution that oversees the entire process from start to end, the CPS/ Enterprise is all about giving
businesses the control they need. With the synergistic benefits of using the CPS/ Enterprise together with its own SAP B1,
TCG Singapore has already seen how this integration is already producing results in Malaysia. With variations calculated
quickly, with inventory clearly displayed for management scrutiny, with production processes polished continuously, with
warehouses running error-free, it is no wonder that TCG Singapore started this implementation a mere one quarter apart
from Malaysia.
With the synergy, TCG Singapore expects to take its business few notches up, and Prestige Atlantic is confident that the
CPS/ Enterprise will be the key for its success.
SCG Paper is Thailand’s largest integrated pulp-paper-packaging manufacturer with total
capacity of more than 3,000,000 tons per annum. It has 5 paper mills in Thailand, 1 paper
mill Philippines and 1 paper mill in Vietnam. Presently it is undergoing massive expansion
projects in South East Asia.
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Golden Frontier Packaging Sdn Bhd, Malaysia
At The Frontiers Of Success
Golden Frontier Berhad is no stranger to the Malaysia public.
Incorporated in 1972, it started as a frozen food company. Later,
Golden Frontier ventured into the manufacturing and sales of
corrugated fibreboard cartons via its subsidiary, Golden Frontier
Packaging. With its first overseas operation in Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam,
Golden Frontier is carving new frontiers with its innovation and
foresight.
With a profitable venture into the paper industry, Golden Frontier Packaging understands the need to gain small
leverages for the big leap it needs to put itself ahead. For instance, making thousands and thousands of cartons each
day is about efficiency and accuracy. Manufacturing capacity needs to be at the fingertips of the men and women of
Golden Frontier Packaging in order to ensure that orders can be delivered. Quotations are often revised simultaneously,
and forecasts are the order of the day. Customer enquiries too have to be answered immediately. Quality detects have
to be addressed on the spot.
With a demanding process that requires attention to the smallest details while keeping an eye on the bigger day to day
operation, Golden Frontier Packaging relies on the CPS/ Enterprise to help handle its sales, paper roll, materials, cost
counting, production and warehouse.
With CPS/Enterprise, it’s all about giving more control.
With a public listed parent company, Golden Frontier Packaging has a reputation to live up to. With CPS/ Enterprise
helping build credibility and trust among its customers, Golden Frontier Packaging is poised to be a key player in the
industry, and Prestige Atlantic is proud to be part of that vision.

Boxpak Malays ia Berhad, Malaysia
Synergy In Action
Incorporated in 1974, Box-Pak Malaysia is a public listed company
that manufactures and sells corrugated carton boxes, die-cut trays,
wraparound cartons, Point of Purchase (POP), and paper palette
products. Its parent company, Kian Joo Can Factory Berhad (KJCF)’s vision is to build a “packaging supermarket” in the
region, teaming up with Japanese aluminum can packaging leader Mitsubishi Materials Corporation (MMC) and
Japanese trading giant Mitsubishi Corporation (MC) to form KJM Aluminium Can Sdn Bhd
With a lofty vision to be the “preferred corrugated carton manufacturer in the region”, Box-Pak is a current user of the M3
Sales Order programme. However, Box- Pak is looking for a specialized Corrugator scheduling and integration to
complement the DECC program. With the purchase of the Challenger System, a DECC controlling software, Box- Pak
turns its search to finding the right expertise to integrate the M3 Sales Order processing programme with the Challenger
System.
With decades of experience, Prestige Atlantic is an obvious choice for this monumental task. With Prestige Atlantic on
board, we began providing a specialized corrugators scheduling programme to take M3 orders as well as providing a
DECC integration programme from our corrugators schedule to the Challenger System. With that, the results from the
Challenger are taken real time, and M3 is updated automatically. In short, Prestige Atlantic successfully integrates all
three systems into one single engine, where data is churned in and out seamlessly. Though this is an extremely
complicated system that runs in the back-end, the front users are able to capitalize on this complexity with much ease.
With the synergistic efforts of all three systems, business has never been made easier. Time and costs saved, errors
reduced, processes streamlined and automated- these are the sort of leverage that will give companies that one small
leverage to propel it to the next level.
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PT Satyamitra Kemas Lestari
Meeting High Expectations

Neatly tucked away in Tangerang, 20km away west of Jakarta, PT Satyamitra Kemas Lestari is a packaging
manufacturer involved in industries such as food and beverage, electronics, furniture, apparels, automotive
and household appliances. Committed to always set new benchmarks in the industry by constantly striving to
seek innovative and sustainable ways to meet customers’ needs, the company has a philosophy of working
very closely with customers to ensure they get nothing but the best.
This discipline is well demonstrated when PT Satyamitra Kemas Lestari engages with Prestige Atlantic to provide
the CPS/ Enterprise to fully meet the needs of its customers. For instance, with the CPS/ Enterprise, PT Satyamitra
Kemas Lestari is able to generate production and efficiency reports. With this report, it is able to know if it can
meet the number of orders from its customers and enables it to plan its production. By also knowing, for
example, its downtime and ghost waste, the company is able to plan its resources to ensure none is wasted
and better channeled to fulfill the high expectations demanded by its customers. Or if it has orders from
multiple locations, the company is able to plan its delivery to ensure timely delivery.
With CPS/ Enterprise, it’s all about having control.

Warehouse and production are just some of the many benefits PT Satyamitra Kemas Lestari is enjoying from
CPS/ Enterprise. With a fine-tuned work order, tracking tightly every stage from order taken to post delivery,
with efficiency measured down to the dot, the company is well poised to be the leading name in the industry.
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Top 5 Reasons To Implement CPS/Enterprise

Discover the top 5 reasons to implement CPS/Enterprise –
the specialized ERP software for your Corrugating
manufacturing business.

A totally integrated system:
Ability to easily share data across various departments in an organization making business
strategies and plans easier and quicker to format, implement and executive.

Improved productivity, efficiency & flexibility:
An integrated business system streamlines different processes and workflow, helps you get
product or marketing messages out the door faster leading to decrease lead time and
increased revenue.

Expand your knowledge of key business data: Integrates all business management functions,
eliminating contradictory information from disparate systems. Reports, graphs and charts on key
business data can be automatically generated to provide a higher level of business
performance visibility, with the drill-down capability into details behind the data

Enable new business and growth strategies:
Updating and integrating your business processes with an enterprise system enables you to
take on more business and grow in new directions. Take advantage of the Internet and wireless
technology to connect to customers and partners. Introduce new product lines.

Lower costs and inefficiencies:
Using an enterprise system to standardize your business processes can dramatically improve
your company’s bottom line. Better resource management results in more inventory turns.
Management of your vendor relationships reduces costs for purchased items. Better customer
service leads to continuos businesses.

